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ABSTRACT: In this talk, Prof. Murphey will speak about his experience running 
Coursera's online class "Everything Is The Same: Modeling Engineered Systems" (EITS), 
which I developed to serve both online students who take it for free and Northwestern 
students who use it in a blended learning context in their first-year analysis course.  EITS 
starts with the definition of the derivative and, through 24 lectures averaging 6.5 minutes 
each, ends with the time-varying wave equation. Along the way it introduces Newton's 
laws, superposition, Kirchhoff's laws, convolution, and the time-varying heat equation.  It 
is a challenging class.  When it started, the class had nearly 18,000 enrolled, ranging from 
high school to postgraduate students (with over 1000 students who claimed to be ages 0-
10).  The students at Northwestern appear to be benefiting from the content, but the 
reactions among them vary wildly. What is the value of online content to on-premises 
students? And what is the value to the online students who do not get to be in the room 
with the instructor? Every online class has a different answer implicit in its design, and 
the answer will shape how new offerings are designed as well as our national response to 
the availability of online content. 
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